
Connectionism 5

More on Representation
Autoassociation



We chose to design our network to optimally ‘represent’ 
the target pattern.

Should we design representations, or discover them?

Our solution handled a limited kind of place invariance in a 
single dimension.  How might one deal with scale 
invariance?  rotation invariance?

Consider the task of representing letters.....



Task One: Handwriting recognition 

??????

Problem: ‘J’s vary a whole lot......





What is in a ‘J’?
    Look for a crossbar
    Look for a down stroke
    Look for an up hook

As more features are found, the likelihood that 
we are seeing a ‘J’ increases.



What kind of representations does the brain use?

(Does the brain use representations?)

Here, we revise our discussion of representations 
from the Introductory module, but with the added 
consideration of what the consequences are for this 
kind of computational model







Representation: primary sensory cortex

Cells in primary sensory cortex react to first order properties of the 
input: e.g frequency (audition), presence of an edge at a specific 
orientation in a specific place.

This can be implemented by applying a fixed filter to sub-sections 
of the input field (as we saw last week).



Cortical Pathways of Touch



Primary Auditory Cortex



As we ascend the processing pathways, cells are 
selectively responsive to more and more abstract 
properties 

Nobody has yet found the “Grandmother Cell’

...But some cells are very specific to high-
order properties of the input.. e.g. face 
specificity
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Neuroscience 
studies nervous 
systems…. 
brainzzzzzz ‘n’ 
stuff



In what terms do we 
interpret findings about 
neurons?

What do you think 
brainzzzzz do?



The brain is a 
hydraulic system

(18th Century)



The brain is a calculating 
engine

(19th Century)



The brain is a hologram

The brain is a computer



A switching network

A steam engine



The brain is a dynamical 
system

… and so on ….



cell

action potential

ganglion

thalamus

receptive field

memory

recognition

emotion

intention

belief

Neuroscience Psychology



There is, as yet, little agreement on 
what brains do



Visual representation



Hubel and Wiesel: Feature Detectors



Hypothetical construction 
of a complex 
representation from simple 
parts







Representations everywhere…..







Problems



Anesthetized cats are a bit special



Nature 291, 554 - 561 (18 June 1981); doi:10.1038/291554a0

Effects of sleep and arousal on the processing of 
visual information in the cat 

Margaret S. Livingstone* & David H. Hubel

Quick and dirty summary: Livingstone and Hubel made history simply 
by pinching the tail of their anesthetized cat, thereby waking it up, and 
observed that the same visual neurons now fired differently.



D. Vernon, Genova, 2004                                                                        A Short Course on Cognitive Systems
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The Cartesian Theatre



Retinotopic map in 
monkey visual cortex



Somato-sensory map in 
primary sensory cortex



Tonotopic map in cat primary 
auditory cortex



No cortical maps for
…. olfaction
…. taste
…. Vestibular sense
… proprioception
… kinaesthesis
… multimodal interactions
… etc



Imprints remind us how 
structure in one place can 
be transferred



If representations work for us, they 
ought to be essential in artificial 
cognitive systems too, right?



Topics

• Using autoassociators to develop principled 
representations

• Using Principal Component Analysis to 
describe high-dimensional data

• Using Self-organizing maps to reduce 
dimensionality

This topic is not well covered in your textbook.



Autoassociative Networks

input

copy of input as target
•Network trained to reproduce the input at 
the output layer

•Non-trivial if number of hidden units is 
smaller than inputs/outputs

•Forced to develop compressed 
representations of the patterns

•Hidden unit representations may reveal 
natural kinds (e.g. Vowels vs Consonants)

•Problem of explicit teacher is 
circumvented



Why?

• Developing distributed representations

• Pattern recognition despite noise

• Pattern completion from partial input



Example 1: 

3-2-3

Dimension Reduction
forces similarity-based
clustering.



Say we have a 4-2-4 network, and we train it on 
a set of localist patterns:
   1 0 0 0
   0 1 0 0
   0 0 1 0
   0 0 0 1

Could you design a representational scheme using only 2 bits 
to encode these patterns?

Now say we have a 5-2-5 network, does your solution still 
work?

Does any possible solution exist?



Fred’s Patented Phrenological Criminal 
Detector™®©

Goal: train on a set of known 
skull images and classify them 
into criminal and non-criminal.
Then apply the network in the 
field to convict criminal types 
before they do any harm.



Criminals Non-criminals



Approach 1: hope that my input representation is useful

Magic hidden layer

1/0



Approach 2: Develop compressed representations which 
capture similarities among the faces

1/0



No problem then.



Irish Times, Feb 22, 
2011



Autoassociators are often used to develop useful 
representations of rich data which emphasize 
similarity 



Noisy cue, partial cue
(Hertz et al, 1991)



Pattern completion
Pattern cleanup in the presence of noise
.... Features of autoassociative memories

Hopfield Network: Encodes a set of patterns, X 
Weights, Y, are computed by 
linear algebra
Weight matrix is square and 
symmetrical
Each unit has an associated 
input
Decoding: 
  X→X’→X’’→X’’’
until stabilization



One shot learning

Correlational

Units have value -1 or 1 
only

Hopfield Network:



Try out some applets....

http://www.cbu.edu/~pong/ai/hopfield/hopfield.html

Or Google “hopfield” and “applet” 
yourself....

http://www.cbu.edu/~pong/ai/hopfield/hopfieldapplet.html


Content-Addressable Memory

Hopfield Network
Autoassociator
Interactive Activation Network
......

Compare a CAM with a regular address-content link...


